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Summary
In this paper we study the the complexity of packet localization at reception, for recent

synchronous Random Access (RA) techniques based on the protocol ALOHA for satellite com-

munications. The promising CRDSA (Contention Resolution Diversity Slotted ALOHA) offers

better throughput, in comparison to the traditional slotted ALOHA protocols, thanks to the use

of Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) along with multireplica transmission. MARSALA

(Multi-replicA decoding using corRelation baSed locALizAtion) is one of the many variants and

enhancement schemes of CRDSA that have been proposed in the literature. It is applied toCRDSA

each time a decoding deadlock situation is reached (when no packets can be retrieved by CRDSA).

MARSALA first localizes the replicas of collided packets on a chosen reference time slot using

correlations. Then it performs coherent signal combination of packet replicas prior to decoding.

However, despite the good performance offered byMARSALA, its localization process adds a sig-

nificant complexity to the receiver in terms of correlation operations. R-SPOTiT (Random Shared

POsition Technique for Interfered random Transmissions) mitigates this complexity by introduc-

ing a shared information between the receiver and each of the transmitters, about all potential

packets’ locations on the frame, without any additional signaling overhead.We focus in this paper

on the analysis of the total number of correlations which are needed to localize packets’ repli-

cas for both MARSALA and R-SPOTiT, with a single or with multiple Gold preambles. This should

include preamble detection operations that are performed at CRDSAwith a coarse and fine track-

ing. The results show that the most suitable system to use is the multi-preamble R-SPOTiT with

two preambles.

KEYWORDS:
Random access, receiver’s complexity, packet localization, slotted ALOHA protocols, satellite
communication.

1 INTRODUCTION

The satellite access channel when there are multiple transmitters has long been a subject of study due to its characteristics such as the propagation
delay, multipath fading and shadowing effect that are significant, compared to terrestrial transmissions. Random Access (RA) over satellite has in
recent past become an important subject of study, especially as Demand Assignment happens to be unsuitable for traffic profiles with sporadic and
short packets transmissions like HTTP requests or IoT. Thus, multiple solutions based on synchronous and asynchronous 1,2,3 transmissions with
spread spectrum 4,5,6 or/and with ALOHA protocol 7 have been proposed. In the scope of this paper, we target low rate interactive applications with
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sporadic transmissions, such as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, with fixed terminals and geostationary satellites. Also,
we have chosen to work in the synchronous environment that has been defined in the DVB-RC2 (Digital Video Broadcasting - Return Channel via
Satellite) standard. CRDSA (Contention Resolution Diversity Slotted ALOHA) 8 using multiple replicas per packet at transmission and Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) at reception, has emerged as a leading RA technique in the standard. Different aspects and parameters have been
assessed by various ALOHA based methods in order to offer better performance in terms of PLR (Packet Loss Ratio) and Throughput. Among
what is to be found in the literature, IRSA (Irregular Repetition Slotted ALOHA) 9, that took part in the DVB-RCS2 standard 10 along with CRDSA,
proposed a number of replicas that can vary from one transmitter to another. However, a comparison between IRSA with a maximum number
of replicas equal to 8 and CRDSA with 3 replicas in 6, using the same system parameters in terms of FEC (Forward Error Correction) code rate,
packets’ size, modulation scheme, andwith equipowered packets showed that CRDSA slightly outperforms IRSAwith no advantages from the latter.
Moreover, CSA (Coded Slotted ALOHA) 11 and MuSCA (Multi-Slots Coded ALOHA) 12 focused on packet encoding before or after fragmentation
with no packet replications. However, the signaling overhead related to the number of fragments for each packet makes CSA andMuSCA difficult to
implement 13. Later, MARSALA (Multi-replicA decoding using corRelation baSed locALizAtion) 14 was used for solving CRDSA’s deadlock situations
when there are no more decodable packets. First, it will localize replicas of collided packets on a randomly chosen time slot using correlations
between the latter and the remaining time slots on the frame. Let us call this first step the global localization. Then, it will proceed to coherent
signal combination between replicas of the same packet for a better chance of decoding thanks to a higher SNIR (Signal to Noise plus Interference
Ratio). This is valid as long as the number of replicas is equal to two. However, if more than two replicas are used, an association step shall follow
the signal combination step. It is meant to associate all the replicas that belong to the same packet together, which requires extra correlations
between a combined signal (the signal of the time slot of reference with any of the correlation peak signals from the global localization step) and the
remaining correlation peak slots from the global localization step. A new signal combination will then be performed between the already combined
signal that gathers two replicas and the newly identified slot that contains another replica of the same packet. This process alternation between
the replicas’ association and the signal combination is repeated until all the replicas of the same packet are associated and combined together.

Despite the good performance MARSALA offers in terms of PLR and Throughput, compared to CRDSA, it induces an additional processing
complexity due the localization process using correlations. Furthermore, with two replicas per packet (which results in less complexity than scenarios
with a higher number of replicas) MARSALA witnesses an error floor as in CRDSA. This is due to the loop phenomenon that occurs when two
or more packets have their replicas transmitted in the exact same positions. The probability of loop occurrence have been derived for CRDSA
in 15 Appendix D. It was shown that the PLR floor for CRDSA, that is observable in low loads, is strongly related to the high probability of the
loop phenomenon occurrence. It was also concluded that a higher number of replicas or a higher number of slots per frame decreases the loop
phenomenon occurrence probability. The same comments and observations can be made regarding the PLR floor of MARSALA. The difference is
that the PLR floor in MARSALA is lower and can be observed with in higher loads than in CRDSA (see Figure 2) due to the extra collision resolution
that is performed after CRDSA’s deadlock. It was also shown in 16 that the PLR floor is mitigatedwhen three replicas are used instead of two replicas
per packets. Nevertheless, for complexity matter (regarding the number of localization correlations, as explained for MARSALA in the paragraph
above), we consider a system with a minimum number of replicas and slots.

In order to mitigate the complexity of replicas localization and loop phenomenon, twomethods using a Shared POsition Technique for Interfered
random Transmission (SPOTiT) have been introduced. Both rely on making the receiver be aware of the potential positions, on the frame, of all
packets of users attached to it. The first technique Random SPOTiT 17 (Noted R-SPOTiT in the rest of the paper) allows the receiver and each of the
transmitters, without any additional signaling information, to have a common knowledge of the time slot positions in order to mitigate the replicas
localization complexity. Moreover, pseudo-orthogonal preambles have been used to further reduce the localization complexity in terms of number
of correlations. The second technique, Smart SPOTiT 18 constructs an optimal distribution with packets’ positions on the frame where no loops
can be created,with minimum complexity and with signaling information that is sent only once to the receiver. R-SPOTiT and MARSALA do not
introduce modifications to the receiver, unlike Smart SPOTiT that requires position management and signaling. Therefore, we focus in this paper
mainly on defining a whole version of R-SPOTiT, its parameters and to compare its complexity to that of MARSALA. The complexity assessment
that was reported in 17 concerns the number of data correlations that are necessary to localize replicas of collided packets on a given reference time
slot. It was derived per user and without considering preamble detection. In this paper, we derive the localization complexity over the whole frame,
in addition to including preamble detection correlations. Besides, the case of a single preamble for Random SPOTiT, which was not considered
in 17, will be described. The complexity of Smart SPOTiT is not in the scope of this paper and is a subject of study in future work.

For paper organization, we introduce the system parameters and legacy RA techniques in Section 2. R-SPOTiT is described in Section 3, complex-
ity parameters in a single preamble or multi-preamble environment are described in Section 4, simulation scenarios with their related complexity
are presented in Sections 5 and 6 respectively, and finally, simulation results are analyzed in Section 7 before concluding in Section 8.
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2 SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND LEGACY RA TECHNIQUES

In this section, the system parameters will be presented. These parameters that characterize the structure of the signal to be transmitted, the
frame, and the channel are the same that are used for simulations presented in Section 7. The general idea of the decoding algorithm is described
afterwards along with the legacy RA techniques CRDSA and MARSALA.

2.1 System parameters overview
We focus in this paper on the return link of a satellite communication system (example of Figure 1) where users transmit their information over
the same frequency within a frame of NS time slots, on an AWGN channel. An ES/N0 equal to 10 dB is considered in the rest of the paper. The
satellite can be a bent pipe that relays information to a gateway, which means that the return link includes an uplink from the user terminals to the
satellite and a downlink from the satellite to the terrestrial gateway (Figure 1). Otherwise, if demodulation is implemented on board the satellite
(regenerative satellite), only an uplink is required for the return link, from the user terminals to the regenerative satellite.

FIGURE 1 Satellite communication system example with a bent pipe satellite.

At each frame, two replicas (NR = 2) of transmitted packets are sent over different time slots. A packet is composed of a preamble which can
be unique or from a selection of NP Gold pseudo-orthogonal codes 19, a postamble, randomly distributed pilot fragments for potential synchro-
nization errors, and a payload. The latter is a set of 150 symbols generated after Turbo coding of rate 1/3 and QPSK modulation of a fixed-length
binary information of 100 bits. These values have been taken according to the literature 13 15. In addition, it has been shown in 20 that 3GPP turbo
coding presents better results with MARSALA in terms of throughput in comparison to DVB-RCS2 and CCSDS turbo codes. At reception, Multi-
ple iterations are made with CRDSA decoding process that applies SIC. It analyzes the frame, slot by slot, to look for replicas free from collision,
decode them, reconstruct the other replica and then suppress both of them. This process is performed iteratively until no more packets are on the
frame or until a deadlock situation is reached. If CRDSA can no more retrieve packets, R-SPOTiT or MARSALA, described next, will take over the
decoding process. In other words, we establish a two steps procedure for packets decoding at reception that come from a multi-access transmis-
sion channel. The first step being CRDSA until it reaches a deadlock condition, the second one is to unlock the system with one of the methods
R-SPOTiT or MARSALA.

2.2 Legacy RA techniques
In this section we will describe the CRDSA and MARSALA methods. R-SPOTiT will be introduced in the next section.
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2.2.1 CRDSA
As stated earlier, two or more time slot positions are randomly selected on the frame, by each user to transmit a packet several times. Transmitting
multiple replicas of a same packet on the same frame was initially introduced by Diversity Slotted Aloha (DSA) 21. At reception, a preamble search
procedure is first adopted in order to perform the interference cancellation algorithm. If multiple preambles are used, parallel correlations are
performed around the search region. The presence of the single or multiple preambles is checked over a region that includes the guard interval
around the preamble length at the beginning of each time slot. Initially in CRDSA, multiple preambles were used in order to estimate the channel,
independently from the interfering packets 13. Furthermore, the carrier phase error for a given packet is not the same for all its replicas, as it can
vary from one time slot to another. As a consequence, preamble-based phase estimation was necessary. However, it was shown that using a single
preamble was sufficient for channel estimation even in high loads, which makes packet detection possible. Small values of frequency, phase, or
timing offset appear to sufficiently decorrelate the colliding packets. For packet cancellation the full packet was reused once detected, in order to
enhance the carrier phase estimate. When a preamble is successfully detected, channel parameters are estimated before decoding. If the packet is
decoded, SIC operations exploit the signaling information introduced by CRDSA at the payload of each burst to point to the other replicas’ locations
on the frame. This means that whenever one of the replicas is decoded, information about its burst locations is retrieved, and therefore, all of the
replicas can be suppressed from their respective positions. The removal of interference with SIC requires channel estimation and compensation
for all replicas on their respective positions to avoid residual errors. Each of the timing offset, frequency shifting and amplitude can be estimated
from the decoded replica. However, carrier phase related to each replica has to be estimated on each position independently from the others. This
frame analysis is made in a successive way until no more packets can be retrieved (deadlock situation) or until all packets are decoded.

2.2.2 MARSALA
It is worth noting that with the proposed MODCOD with low rate FEC, there is a high probability that two colliding packets can be decoded if
they are alone on the time slot. However, the deadlock situation (no decodable packets) occurrence of CRDSA increases with the increase of the
number of transmitters (high loads). This means that the SNIR is too low to decode and therefore the locations of replicas on the frame can no
longer be known. We recall that this information is only accessible when the payload is recovered. At this point, MARSALA can intervene to unlock
the system and re-trigger CRDSA again.

First, a Reference Time slot (RTS) with collided packets is randomly chosen on the frame, then, correlations are made between the RTS and the
remaining time slots on the frame. This step is meant to localize, on the frame, the other replicas of the collided packets on the RTS thanks to
the detected correlation peaks. Secondly, coherent signal combination between localized replicas of the same packet is introduced by MARSALA
before decoding. Consequently, a higher power of the packet of interest is observed, which results in a higher Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR).
This concerns the SIR value of the combined replicas compared to the SIR value of a single replica (which is undecodable using CRDSA alone). Let
us take for instance, a case with no loops, equipowered packets of power P , and consider that a given packet (NR = 2) is collided with two other
packets. In other words, each of the replicas of that packet of interest has two interfering packets. Three interfered packets are thus present on each
of the two slots : the replica of the packet of interest plus two interfering packets. This means that the total number of packets that are interfering
with the packet of interest, considering both slots, is equal to four. The SIRr over one of the undecodable replicas of the packet of interest is equal
to: SIRr = P/(P + P ) = 1/2. When CRDSA is accompanied by MARSALA, a combination step between the two slots is performed. In other
words, the resulting SIRu of the combined replicas takes into account all the interfering packets that are collided with both replicas as follows:
SIRu = 4 ∗ P/(P + P + P + P ) = 1. The SIR value of the combined packet during MARSALA is doubled in this case, compared to the SIR
value of one of the replicas during CRDSA. If the number of replicas is more than two, an association step is added to the previous localization
step in order to associate eachNR localized replicas to a given packet. In order to associate theNR localized replicas to a given packet, it was first
proposed to combine the RTS with the highest correlation peak signal. This corresponds to a second replica of one of the collided packets. Then,
extra correlations are performed between the combined signal and the remaining previous peaks’ positions that regroup all replicas of collided
packets on the RTS. The association step is obviously spared if the number of replicas is equal to two, as any two combinations will associate the
two replicas of a given packet. Moreover, a particularly important task for MARSALA to fulfill is the estimation and compensation of the timing
offset and phase shift differences between replicas for a maximized coherent combination gain. Proposed solutions and signal processing details
are provided in the literature 22, 16. A strategy based on combining the use of the EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm at the preamble and
postamble, along with an initialization of the channel parameters that relies on an auto-correlation operation instead of a random initialization,
has shown good results in terms of PER compared to the traditional EM. Moreover, an estimation using pilot symbol assisted modulation has also
been proposed for MARSALA in the same research work. When these are combined with a joint estimation and decoding (which should enhance
the SIC performance) to estimate the different channel parameters, very low loss of the system performance is observed. These techniques can be
applied to R-SPOTiT as it is based on the same combination principle as inMARSALA. Phase noise can also be considered, especially when low cost
local oscillators are used. The authors of 23 estimate the impact of phase noise for recent RA techniques like CRDSA and MARSALA and optimize
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different carrier phase estimation algorithms to cope with this issue. The objective of our contribution is mainly to evaluate the complexity, and
not to evaluate the performance of RA techniques. Thus in this paper we consider perfect channel estimation and compensation.

3 RANDOM SPOTIT

R-SPOTiT with multiple preambles has been described in previous work 17, however a complete definition will be presented here. We will include
a single preamble adoption in the presentation. In Section 5 we will consider two scenarios: R-SPOTiT with only one preamble and R-SPOTiT with
multiple preambles.

Random SPOTiT reaches the same performance asMARSALA in terms of PLR and throughput (see Figure 2), but with a lower packet localization
complexity (the number data correlations meant to localize replicas of collided packets). A single preamble can be used or there can be a set of
pseudo-orthogonal codes. In the latter case, the preamble associated with each user will be shared with the receiver as well. The use of multiple
preambles in R-SPOTiT is motivated by a potential mitigation of the packet localization complexity with an optimal gain. In other words, having
multiple preambles should help reduce the number of data correlations that are meant to localize a packet.

An identical PRNG used at both the transmitter and the receiver (that has identification information as a seed and time slot positions with their
associated preamble (if applied) as an output) will allow them to generate the same information. The input seed of the PNRG can be static, using
for instance only the HID of each user, determined by the receiver thanks to the logon phase; or it can be dynamic if it exploits the frame ID
(referring to FID which is incremental) in addition to the HID. For example, the seed can be computed for a given user u through a simple addition
HIDu + FID . In the latter case, the time slot positions of each user varies from one frame to another as the output of the PRNG changes when
the seed changes, which avoids a potential continuous loop. In fact, unsolvable loops can be created in some applications where several users
generate the same positions, and they transmit successively on the same frames.

On the one hand, using the seed of the PRNG, each terminal will individually select the replicas’ positions of its packet and the preamble to use
if multiple codes are adopted. On the other hand, the receiver, knowing all users’ HIDs and the FID , will be able to construct an information table
that includes all possible positions in a single preamble case thanks to the same seed and PRNG. In a multi-preamble environment, the preamble
choice for each user attached to the gateway will be associated to the time slot positions of the packet’s replicas on the information table (see
Figure 3). It is worth noting that in this slotted environment, the whole system is synchronized, which means that each terminal knows when the
next frame should start, thanks to a clock that is regularly transmitted (on the forward link). Hence, all terminals synchronize themselves with the
receiver even after a sleep mode or a non-active period.

(a) Packet Loss Ratio (b) Throughput (bits/symbol)

FIGURE 2 R-SPOTiT, MARSALA and CRDSA performance, 100 information bits, QPSK modulation, Turbo code of rate 1/3, 100 slots per frame,
AWGN channel and ES/N0 = 10 dB .

During the localization process, R-SPOTiT looks for replicas of collided packets on a randomly chosen time slot of reference using data correlation
operations. In the case of a single preamble, this is performed over the positions of the second replicas for all potential packets. For example, with
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100 time slots per frame and 2000 users with two replicas each, attached to the gateway, there will be an average of 2000 ∗ 2/100 = 40 packets
per time slot. In this worst case scenario, and with a single preamble, there will be an average of 40 correlations needed using R-SPOTiT to decode
a packet, while MARSALA requires NS − 1 = 100− 1 = 99 correlations. Furthermore, if multiple preambles are used, correlations are made over
the second replicas’ positions of all potential packets using the same detected preamble on the analyzed time slot of reference.

FIGURE 3 Frame structure example at reception.

Figure 3 displays a frame structure example with the same packet distribution for R-SPOTiT, in a single and multi-preamble case, and for
MARSALA. The difference between the two single preamble cases is that R-SPOTiT benefits from supplementary information provided by the
information table. The information table as it is illustrated in Figure 3, represent the known and stored information at the receiver, as a result of
the PRNG generation using the proper seed to each terminal U . Indeed, the receiver is aware of the time slot positions TS1 and TS2. For instance,
if the randomly selected RTS is the slot 0, R-SPOTiT with a single preamble makes correlations only on slots 3, 4, and 6. These are the locations of
the second replicas’ positions of users U1, U19 and U25 that are collided on slot 0 (identified in the information table). In the multi-preamble case,
each user U selects a preamble P before transmission. Information about P is provided in the information table at reception. This means that, if
the blue preamble is detected on slot 0, which is the RTS, only two correlations have to be performed: on slot 3 and on slot 6, or no correlations at
all if the red preamble is detected (as it is the unique potential transmitter on slot 0 according the information table). We recall that decoding one
packet is sufficient to retrigger CRDSA. At the same time, MARSALA would perform correlations over the NS − 1 time slots: from slot 1 to slot 7.

As long as the number of potential users having the same detected preamble is smaller than NS − 1 (for the worst case of MARSALA with
two preambles), Random SPOTiT is less complex. Therefore, there can be a maximum number of active terminals beyond which the complexity
between MARSALA and Random SPOTiT remains the same. A solution to minimize the localization correlations complexity in Random SPOTiT is
to choose the reference time slot that has the minimum number of potential transmitters over one of the detected preambles. This information
can be retrieved from the information table at the reception. The worst case scenario where MARSALA and R-SPOTiT have the same localization
complexity can be described follows: when, with a certain number of active terminals, the minimum of number of potentially collided packets for
a given preamble on the reference time slot (optimally chosen) is equal to NS − 1, and all these potential collided packets have their replicas on
different time slots. This means that Random SPOTiT should correlate the reference time slot with the NS − 1 different slots. In other words, R-
SPOTiT will have exactly the same behavior as MARSALA. The probability of occurrence of such situation (similar complexity between MARSALA
and R-SPOTiT) is proportional to the number of preambles and to the number of active users, which in turn depends on the number of logged
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terminals. This situation might endure for few iterations before R-SPOTiT reaches a smaller complexity than MARSALA due to the interference
cancellation. However, the verification of the truthfulness of the latter statement is not in the scope of this paper.

4 COMPLEXITY PARAMETERS IN A MULTI-PREAMBLE ENVIRONMENT

In our overall localization complexity analysis, we focus on twomain parts. Firstly, the preamble detection that is necessary to the CRDSA decoding
process and secondly the replicas localization required in R-SPOTiT or MARSALA before signal combination. We recall that CRDSA is applied first
until no more packets can be retrieved, then a complementary treatment of R-SPOTiT or MARSALA is solicited. Once CRDSA is unlocked, it will be
triggered again. This process is repeated until no more packets are solved. The whole process ends when one of the three following conditions is
fulfilled: (1) when CRDSA alone has decoded all packets on the frame (2) when CRDSA plus the complementary treatment have decoded all packets
(3) when they have decoded the maximum number of packets before both of them are blocked due to the high level of collisions at high loads.

4.1 Preamble detection correlations
Preamble detection is performed only at CRDSA. The packet decoding process at this step is attempted when one or more preambles are correctly
detected over the analyzed frame. Consequently, CRDSA is blocked when no more preambles are detected or when packets cannot be retrieved
even with detected preambles, due to the high level of collision.

In the preamble detection analysis we compute the overall number of correlations over a frame until the system reaches a blocking situation. Let
us consider Gold code preambles. Parallel correlations are made over the preamble search region to look for correlation peaks. Later, a preamble
correlation will be expressed in terms of a data correlation. A preamble detection method is proposed below, which is also valid for the single
preamble case.

A transmitted replica r of a user u on a given time slot can incur a phase error φu,r ∈ [0; 2π] and can be shifted in time with τu ∈ [−2TS; 2TS]

where TS is the symbol duration. This means that preamble correlation peak search is performed over the duration of four symbols (4TS). Each
replica has a Gold code preamble of length 31. It corresponds to the pair of the maximum length pseudo noise sequences (m-sequences) for the
shift registers which generate the Gold codes. Thus, we describe the preamble region signal PT including the guard interval at time instant t as the
following two step process:

FIGURE 4 General overview of the receiver.
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First, a coarse tracking is made considering a small number of samples per symbol, then a fine tracking is performed over the strongest symbol
with more samples. In other words, the coarse tracking step makes NC correlations for one preamble detection and the fine tracking step makes
NF correlations for the same preamble. Hence, a total ofNbt = NC +NF correlations are considered necessary for every preamble in order to spot
the closest location to its position (provided that the package has been transmitted) or the position itself. For example, if the coarse step presents
two samples per symbol and the fine step eight samples, Nbt will be equal to 16 basic preamble correlations (two correlations over each of the
four symbols during the coarse step plus eight correlations over the strongest one during the fine tracking). Figure 4 gives a general overview of
how preamble detection is made during CRDSA. The dashed parts show the information that the receiver exploits, such as the information table
of R-SPOTiT and the result of packet decoding. An alternative method to the two-step approach would be the use of an interpolation among the
correlation points to find the peak. However, this method has not been studied in this paper.

4.2 Data localization correlations
The data localization correlations are defined according to which complementary treatment is used to unlock CRDSA. As MARSALA does not
take into account the preamble results from CRDSA, it will proceed with the same coarse and fine tracking operations (as described in the above
paragraph) on the whole packet. This means thatNbt data correlations made for each localization operation for each packet. As the same preamble
is used for all users, the beginning of a packet is almost impossible to determine in high loads. This is equally the case for R-SPOTiT with only
a single preamble. However, R-SPOTiT with multiple preambles, and its information table that considers the preamble detection result from the
previous CRDSA iteration, requires only one data correlation for a localization operation. This is due to the fact that the beginning of a packet is
already determined thanks to its detected preamble at CRDSA.

Also, the process of randomly choosing a reference time slot in the complementary treatment is performed repetitively until a packet is decoded,
which will unlock CRDSA.

When we take a closer look at the two correlations that are considered in our complexity analysis, we can observe that the only difference
between them is that the preamble correlation is shorter than the complete data correlation. Indeed, a correlation over a preamble of 31 symbols
can be perceived as a fifth correlation over the 150 data symbols.

4.3 Total number of correlations per frame
To sum up, the total number of correlationsCT per frame includes the preamble detection operations CP and the data localization operationsCD.
CP is thus the total number of preamble correlations, including the coarse and fine tracking over all CRDSA iterations, both before and after the
complementary treatment, and until the whole system is blocked. CD is performed by R-SPOTiT or MARSALA to retrigger CRDSA each time it is
blocked until the whole system reaches a deadlock. The total number of correlations over a frame CT is described below:

CT =
∆∑
δ=1

 Nit∑
it=1

CP(δ, it) +

Λ(δ)∑
λ=1

CD(δ, λ)

 (1)

This equation expresses the overall frame complexity during the whole CRDSA/R-SPOTiT or CRDSA/MARSALA process. δ is the frame analysis
index, and ∆ is the maximum value of δ that is reached when the whole system is blocked. Its value can vary from one frame to another.Nit is the
number of CRDSA iterations. λ is best explained through Λ. Λ(δ) is the total number of reference time slots that can be randomly chosen during
a given frame analysis index δ. Thus, λ indexes the choice of a reference time slot, not the reference time slot itself. For example, for λ = 1 the
randomly chosen time slot could be number 20, and for λ = 2 the time slot could be number 13 and so on. Λ > 1 is invoked when no packet can
be decoded by the complementary treatment for λ = 1. This means no solution were found for the randomly chosen time slot at λ = 1.

Let us consider a scenario where all packets are decoded by CRDSA and no complementary treatment is needed. In this case, the last sum in (1)
can be considered 0 ( Λ(δ) = 0) . In this scenario ∆ = δ = 1, and CT =

∑Nit
it=1 CP(δ, it). In a scenario where CRDSA finds itself in a deadlock,

a complementary method will attempt to decode one single packet. To do that, Λ(1) (δ is still equal to 1) attempts are performed. In MARSALA,
λ ∈ [1; Λ(δ) = NS] where Ns is the number of possible reference time slots (number of slots on the frame). In R-SPOTiT, several operations can be
performed on a given reference time slot before passing on to the next (λ = λ+1). The number of operations depends on the number of preambles
in the time slot. When CRDSA is retriggered, the frame is analyzed again and δ = 2. When δ = ∆ given that ∆ ≥ 1 (see Table 1 of Section 7),
the whole system is solved if all packets are decoded, or blocked if neither CRDSA nor R-SPOTiT or MARSALA can decode new packets. Basically,
For each δ the complexity of the frame analysis consists of preamble detection operations CP at CRDSA and data localization operations CD at
R-SPOTiT or MARSALA. Also, in the rest of the paper, we consider a basic correlation Cb, that corresponds to the data correlation, as a unit for
computation of the complexity. Thus, a basic preamble correlationCbp will be expressed in regard toCb such asCbp = Cb

R
.R is the ratio between

the data and the preamble lengths (R = 5 if 150 symbols are considered for the data with a preamble of 31 symbols). A detailed overview of the
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receiver applying R-SPOTiT with CRDSA is provided in Figure 5. We recall that the dashed parts show the information that the receiver exploits
(information table of R-SPOTiT and packet decoding result).

FIGURE 5 Detailed overview of the receiver.

5 SIMULATION SCENARIOS AND GENERAL ALGORITHMS

In this section will be described each of the scenarios regarding CRDSA complemented by R-SPOTiT or by MARSALA. A single preamble is always
considered forMARSALA. The complexity of R-SPOTiTwill be assessed for a single preamble case as well as withmultiple preambles. The scenarios
below describe when the preamble detection correlations and data localization operations take place.

5.1 MARSALA with one preamble
For the sake of comparison with R-SPOTiT, we consider here a single preamble with the same length as the multiple pseudo-orthogonal preambles
in R-SPOTiT. At the first frame analysis index (δ = 1) and first iteration of CRDSA (it = 1), a preamble detection operation is performed over
each slot of the frame. Thus the number of preamble correlations is equal to NSNbtCbp. At an nth iteration, preamble detection is only applied
to Ncrdsa(δ, n − 1) time slots where successful decoding took place at the previous iteration (n − 1 with δ = 1). Hence the number of preamble
correlations is equal to Ncrdsa(1, n− 1)NbtCbp.

When the frame analysis index is higher than 1 (δ > 1), it means that MARSALA has been applied. At the first iteration of CRDSA (CP(δ > 1, 1)),
preamble detection is performed over the time slots where successful decoding of MARSALA happened at the previous frame analysis index.
As only one packet decoding is required for MARSALA to trigger CRDSA again, only the positions of the NR replicas of the decoded packet are
considered. At an nth iteration, the preamble detection still takes into account CRDSA decoding of the previous iteration.

During MARSALA process, data localization operations are accomplished between a randomly chosen reference position and the rest of the
time slots on the frame. If a packet is decoded, CRDSA is retriggered again, otherwise, another reference time slot is chosen and same operations
are performed one more time. This process is repeated Λ(δ) times until a packet is decoded, thus the number of basic data correlations is equal
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to Λ(δ)(NS − 1)NbtCb. The maximum value of Λ(δ) can be reached without being able to decode any packet; in this case, the whole system is
blocked.

5.2 Random SPOTiT with one preamble: scenario 1
In this scheme, a single preamble is used for R-SPOTiT in the same way as in MARSALA. This means that similarly to MARSALA, with δ = 1

and it = 1, there are NSNbtCbp correlations for preamble detection. Furthermore, at an nth iteration, preamble detection is only applied to
Ncrdsa(1, n− 1) time slots where successful decoding took place at the previous iteration, hence the number of preamble correlations is equal to
Ncrdsa(1, n− 1)NbtCbp.

After CRDSA is blocked, R-SPOTiT intervenes (δ > 1). The preamble detection of the first iteration at any index δ is performed over the time
slots where successful decoding of one packet by R-SPOTiT happened (at δ − 1). At an nth iteration, the positions of the packets decoded by
CRDSA at the previous iteration are analyzed for preamble detection.

During R-SPOTiT processing, data localization operations are held between a reference time slot and the second replicas’ positions of all poten-
tially collided packets on the RTS. The RTS is derived from the R-SPOTiT information table that is updated after each decoding. This means that
when replicas of a packet are decoded on their positions, they will be suppressed from the potential packets in collision on their respective time
slots. Similarly to MARSALA, if a packet is decoded, CRDSA will be launched again, if not, another reference time slot is chosen (Λ(δ) > 1) and
same operations are performed.

5.3 Random SPOTiT with multiple preambles: scenario 2
One of the characteristics of R-SPOTiT is the use of pseudo-orthogonal preambles to reduce data correlations compared to MARSALA. Neverthe-
less, ifMARSALA is operational with one preamble, the CRDSA part of the algorithmwill bemore complexwith R-SPOTiT thanwithMARSALA. This
is due to the parallel preamble detection operations. It then becomes important to assess the overall complexity of R-SPOTiT including preamble
detection along with data localization and compare it with a single preamble case of MARSALA.

In this scenario, NP ∈ [2;NPT ] pseudo-orthogonal Gold codes are considered, and NPT is the total number of pseudo-orthogonal Gold
preambles with a given length. At the frame analysis index δ = 1 and first iteration of CRDSA it = 1,Npp(s) parallel preamble detection operations
are performed on each time slot s, where Npp(s) ∈ [1;NP]. The value of Npp(s) is derived from the R-SPOTiT information table; it corresponds
to the number of potential preambles that could be transmitted on a given slot s among the NP possible preambles. Therefore, the number
of preamble correlations is equal to

∑NS
s=1 Npp(s)NbtCbp. After each decoding, the information table of R-SPOTiT is updated. Thus, at an nth

iteration, the preamble detection process will take into consideration the previous decoding result (Ncrdsa(δ, n − 1), as noted before) along with
the updated information table

(∑iNcrdsa(δ,n−1)

s=i1
Nu

pp(s)NbtCbp

)
. Here Nu

pp(s) is simply the updated Npp(s) after decoding occurred on slot s
(Nu

pp(s) < Npp(s)). iNcrdsa (δ, n−1) is the time slot index of the last replica suppressed by CRDSA at the previous iteration. When R-SPOTiT has
been applied, with a frame analysis index exceeding one (δ > 1), the preamble detection process at the first iteration of CRDSA should consider the
time slot positions of one packet (NR) where decoding happened with R-SPOTiT

(∑iNR
(δ−1)

s=i1
Nu

pp(s)NbtCbp

)
. iNR (δ−1) is the time slot index

of the last replica belonging to the packet decoded by R-SPOTiT; which unlocked CRDSA. At the next iterations of CRDSA (any n), the previous
(n− 1) one is always taken into account along with the updated information table.

Considering only the packet localization complexity, three cases can be described during the R-SPOTiT process. First, if both preambles of a
given packet are correctly detected at the last CRDSA iteration, the packet will be considered localized and thus no data localization operations are
needed. Secondly, when one of the two preambles is detected on a reference time slot, data localization operations are performed over the second
replicas’ positions of potentially collided packets having the same detected preamble. Considering that the replicas of a given user are synchronized
at the frame level, a localization correlation is made only once due to the fact that we know the packet time shift after its preamble is detected.

Thirdly, when there are no more detected preambles, the single preamble case can be copied. Indeed, preambles can be ignored, thus the
information table will be exploited only regarding the packets’ positions. A localization correlation in this case is performed Nbt times as no
information about the packet’s time shift is available. This way, R-SPOTiT with any number of preambles will have exactly the same performance
as MARSALA.

6 SCENARIO BASED COMPLEXITY CALCULATION

What has been expressed in (1) is the overall frame complexity during the whole CRDSA/R-SPOTiT or CRDSA/MARSALA processes. This notation
is adopted in this section to differentiate the two main terms of correlations; i.e. preamble correlations at CRDSA and data correlations during
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the complementary treatment. Each term will be detailed here according to the scenarios explained in Section 5. Two main cases are constructed
depending on whether δ = 1 or when δ > 1. Moreover, each case will have two sub cases for CRDSA; when it = 1 and when it > 1 for the
preamble detection.

On the one hand, in CRDSA/MARSALA, CP varies from one iteration n to another, with respect to δ and according to Nscen(δ, n) which is the
total number of operations performed.Nscen(δ, n) is equal toNS,Ncrdsa(δ, n− 1) orNR which are respectively the number of slots, the number
of slots where packets have been decoded at the previous iteration with CRDSA, and the number of slots where MARSALA decoded a packet at
the previous frame analysis index.

On the other hand, in CRDSA/R-SPOTiT,CP also varies, with respect toNscen(δ, n).Nscen(δ, n) is equal in this case toNS,Ncrdsa(δ, n−1),NR

or to
∑

sN
u
pp(s). The first of the two latter terms concerns R-SPOTiT with one preamble and the last concerns R-SPOTiT withNP preambles.NR

stands here for the time slots where packets have been decoded by R-SPOTiT with one preamble at the previous frame analysis index;
∑

sN
u
pp(s)

is the number of possible preambles, considering the updated information table, on the time slots where packets have been decoded at the previous
iteration of CRDSA or at the last frame analysis index.We recall that when a packet is decoded at a previous iteration or a past frame analysis index,
it will be suppressed from the potential packet candidates in the information table. The latter is also being exploited at each analyzed time slot
to avoid having parallel preamble detection operations over the whole number of used preambles NP . In (2), (3), (4) and (5), CP is conventionally
expressed, in terms of basic data correlations Cb, according to each case δ and it described at the previous section and for each of the scenarios:
MARSALA, R-SPOTiT with one preamble (R-SPOTiT(1)) and R-SPOTiT with NP preambles (R-SPOTiT(NP )).

• CP when δ = 1 and it = 1

CP(1, 1) = Nscen(1, 1)NbtCbp =


NSNbt

Cb
R

if MARSALA
NSNbt

Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(1)∑NS
s=1Npp(s)Nbt

Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(NP)
(2)

• CP when δ = 1 and it = n

CP(1, n) = Nscen(1, n)NbtCbp =


Ncrdsa(1, n− 1)Nbt

Cb
R

if MARSALA
Ncrdsa(1, n− 1)Nbt

Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(1)∑iNcrdsa
(1,n−1)

s=i1
Nu

pp(s)Nbt
Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(NP)
(3)

• CP when δ > 1 and it = 1

CP(δ, 1) = Nscen(δ − 1, 1)NbtCbp =


NRNbt

Cb
R

if MARSALA
NRNbt

Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(1)∑iNR
(δ−1)

s=i1
Nu

pp(s)Nbt
Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(NP)
(4)

• CP when δ > 1 and it = n

CP(δ, n) = Nscen(δ, n)NbtCbp =


Ncrdsa(δ, n− 1)Nbt

Cb
R

if MARSALA
Ncrdsa(δ, n− 1)Nbt

Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(1)∑iNcrdsa
(δ,n−1)

s=i1
Nu

pp(s)Nbt
Cb
R

if R-SPOTiT(NP)
(5)

The number of data correlations CD is expressed in (6):

• CD for any value of δ and λ

CD(k, λ) =


(NS − 1)NbtCb if MARSALA
Nu

po(k, λ)NbtCb if R-SPOTiT(1)(
Nu

pm(δ, λ)Cb

)(1−ρ) (
Nu

po(k, λ)NbtCb

)ρ if R-SPOTiT(NP)

(6)

At each frame index δ, if necessary, CD is performed Λ(δ) times until a packet is successfully decoded. The value of CD is fixed for MARSALA.
However, in R-SPOTiT, CD can be decreased in the same way as for CP using the information table. In case of a single preamble, Nu

po(δ, λ)

represents the number of potential packets in collision on the chosen reference time slot with index λ after the last update of the information table
for a given frame analysis index δ. When multiple preambles are used in SPOTiT,CD is characterized byNu

pm(δ, λ) that is the number of potentially
collided packets using the same detected preamble over the reference time slot, derived from the updated information table. This means that at
least one preamble is detected on the analyzed slot, therefore, we set the boolean variable ρ = 0 in 6. When in contrary, there are no detected
preambles at any reference time slot (ρ = 1),Nu

po(δ, λ) is equal to (similarly to the single preamble case) the overall number of potentially collided
packets on the chosen reference time slot regardless of their preambles, taking into consideration the updated information table.
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FIGURE 6 Overall frame complexity, with Nbt = 16 and R = 5 in CRDSA/MARSALA and CRDSA/R-SPOTiT environments

The formulas derived in this section rely on random variables which are analytically difficult to estimate such asCP andCD. As such, in the next
section, we use simulations, in order to put numerical values on these random variables and hence compare the different methods: MARSALA and
R-SPOTiT with a single preamble or with multiple preambles.

7 SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations conducted in this work apply to the scenarios described above. For each scenario, the overall frame complexity including preamble
detection and packet localization is assessed with respect to the number of users that is converted to a channel load in bits/symbol. In scenario
2, the length NPT of the preambles is 31, which are generated using the preferred polynomial pair

{
x5 + x2 + 1 , x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1

}
, and

NP varies in {2, 3, 5, 15, 31}. The average values that are derived by simulation in this section allow us to have a computational estimation of
the random variables CP (The total number of preamble correlations on a frame) and CD (The total number of data correlations on a frame) that
constitute the total number of correlations CT on a frame.

We observe on Figure 6 that in the case of a single preamble, MARSALA’s complexity exceeds R-SPOTiT, starting approximately from a channel
load of 1.1 bits/symbol. The difference between the two increases with the number of transmitters. MARSALA’s complexity is on average four
times higher than R-SPOTiT’s. At low loads, the complexity is negligible because no complementary treatment is necessary. In this case, no heavy
data localization operations are performed, only the single preamble detection operation. However, whenmultiple preambles are used in R-SPOTiT,
low loads experience more correlations than in a single preamble case whereas high loads exhibit up to a certain point (depending on the number
of preambles) more complexity than the single preamble case. Then it becomes lower. With 31 and 15 preambles, the number of basic correlations
is higher than MARSALA until 1.2 bits/symbol and 1.3 bits/symbol respectively then the number of basic correlations evolves gradually, but in
a less significant way compared to MARSALA, until 1.7 bits/symbol when the throughput collapses. At this point, the whole system ends earlier
when no more packets can be retrieved. Therefore, the number of preamble detection operations decreases. Each of the complexity curves of R-
SPOTiT with a 15 and 31 preambles crosses the single preamble case at 1.6 bits/symbol and 1.8 bits/symbol, respectively, to become less complex.
However, this region is around the throughput collapse point (1.7 bits/symbol).

When NP is lower, 2, 3 and 5, the complexity at low loads is smaller and closer to the single preamble case than to R-SPOTiT with 31 and 15

preambles. They cross MARSALA’s curve at around 1 bits/symbol and evolve differently, in a less significant way. R-SPOTiT with two preambles
presents the smallest complexity. These multiple preamble R-SPOTiT curves also cross that of the single preamble at around 1.2 bits/symbol and
present a smaller number of basic correlations compared to the single preamble case and for any number of preambles.

To understand better the contribution of CP and CD, in each case, to the overall localization complexity at different channel loads, separate
metrics are presented. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show, one at a time, CP and CD for MARSALA and R-SPOTiT with a single preamble. The number of
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FIGURE 7 Preamble localization complexity in case of MARSALA and single preamble R-SPOTiT

FIGURE 8 Data detection complexity in case of MARSALA and single preamble R-SPOTiT

correlations in the preamble detection is negligible next to the number of correlations for the data localization. Therefore, the overall complexity
curve of MARSALA follows the shape of CD curve. Same comment can be dedicated to R-SPOTiT with one preamble, except that it exhibits
considerably lower CD than MARSALA. However, in R-SPOTiT with 31 and 15 preambles (Figure 9 and Figure 10), CP is high enough to make the
overall complexity curve follow its shape. When the number of preambles is equal to 5, to 3 or to 2 (Figure 9 and Figure 10), the overall complexity
shape converges towards CD because CP is low.

Consequently, according to the average operational load of a given application, one can select the most adequate complementary treatment
with a suitable number of preambles, the smallest in this case, that would take over the decoding process after a deadlock. R-SPOTiT with two
preambles is, as stated earlier, the best candidate.
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FIGURE 9 Preamble localization complexity in of case multi-preamble R-SPOTiT

FIGURE 10 Data detection complexity in case of multi-preamble R-SPOTiT

Indeed, the Gold code preamble detection appears to be better when the number of preambles is small. We have computed the total number
of times Ψ that R-SPOTiT is used per frame, and how it is distributed according to three cases. Case A is characterized with α that is the number
of times that a preamble of a given packet is detected on the reference time slot, and that its second replica’s position exhibits a correlation peak
for the same preamble. Case B is characterized by β that is the number of times that only one of the two preambles is detected. Finally, case C
defines γ that is the number of times that no preambles are detected on the whole frame. We recall that during case A, the packet is considered
localized and thus no data correlations are performed. However, during caseB when ρ = 0 (when at least one preamble is detected on an analyzed
slot), correlations are made over all second replicas’ positions of potentially collided packets on the reference time slot that use the same detected
preamble. Thus, the total number of times Ψ that R-SPOTiT is used per frame is defined as follows: Ψ = α+ β + γ.
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FIGURE 11 R-SPOTiT usage distribution, with Nbt = 16 and R = 5 per frame in percentage.

Furthermore, during case C when ρ = 1 (when there are no detected preambles in any RTS), correlations are made over all second replicas’
positions of all potentially collided packets on the reference time slot regardless of their preambles. Figure 11 shows the mean usage percentage
of R-SPOTiT per frame during each of the cases A, B and C. We can deduce that the probability of having both preambles detected on their
respective time slots is higher when the number of preambles is low (see the 2-preambles curve). The probability that none of the preambles are
detected is hence the lowest when the number of preambles is the smallest. We recall that in this case (ρ = 1) a localization correlation is applied
Nbt times because the beginning of a packet is unknown. For this reason the total number of data correlations CD per frame is higher when the
number of preambles is high. This is mainly due to the pseudo-orthogonality of preambles. Since preambles are not perfectly orthogonal, a linear
combination of some of them can lead to indistinguishable correlation peaks. Future work will investigate the use of ZCZ (zero correlation zone)
sequences 24 instead of Gold sequences. These sequences are promising candidates as temporal uncertainty is low and a very small number of
sequences is required.

Furthermore, the complexity introduced in low loads is not very significant inmulti-preamble R-SPOTiT compared to the complexity ofMARSALA
in high loads. Therefore, it is preferable to use multi-preamble R-SPOTiT. Figure 12 sums up the total number of basic correlations, with the various
methods and different numbers of preambles for an average load of 1.6 bits/symbol. We can see that the less complex system to use, in this case
of pseudo-orthogonal Gold codes, is the multi-preamble R-SPOTiT with 2 preambles.

Moreover, in order to have an idea on how many times the complementary treatment is solicited by CRDSA before the whole system finds
itself in a deadlock, we derived experimentally, average values of ∆, which is the maximum frame analysis index δ, in terms of the channel load.
These values of ∆ define, as well, the average number of packets decoded by R-SPOTiT or MARSALA at each load as only one packet is decoded
at each intervention, thus at each δ. Table 1 exhibits the different values of ∆ with respect to the channel load and the corresponding number
of transmitters NU. In addition, each value of NU is associated to the average number of decoded packets by CRDSA when it is used alone,
noted Dcrdsa, and by the complementary treatment DCT, each derived from its corresponding PLR. The complementary treatment here refers
to R-SPOTiT or MARSALA that have approximately the same PLR performance. The decoding gain resulting from the complementary treatment
compared to CRDSA (∆) is also derived in percentage (Dgain).

Indeed, we can observe that the number of times (∆) the complementary treatment intervenes to solve CRDSA’s deadlock becomes significant
in high channel loads. ∆ = 1 means that, on average, R-SPOTiT or MARSALA had not taken part of the decoding process, or that their contribution
was minimal. Then, until 1.7 bits/symbol, ∆ values increase up to 56, then they decrease gradually to reach 14 at a load of 2 bits/symbol along
with the throughput collapse. Also, it is noticeable that above the PLR target set to 10−3, the number of decoded packets when CRDSA is used
alone (Dcrdsa) decreases gradually with the increase of the number of transmitters, compared to the total number of users. The same comment
can be made regardingDCT, except that with the latter the decrease of the number of decoded packets compared to the ones transmitted starts
at a channel load of 1.7 bits/symbol, unlike CRDSA that experiences it at a load of 0.9 bits/symbol. Nevertheless, having the complementary
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FIGURE 12Overall frame complexity, withNbt = 16 andR = 5 in CRDSA/MARSALA and CRDSA/R-SPOTiT with different numbers of preambles,
for a channel load of 1.6 bits/symbol.

TABLE 1 Average simulation values of the maximum frame analysis index

G (b/s) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
NU 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300

Dcrdsa 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 134 143 118 77 57 44 30 31 26 17 24 14
DCT 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 210 224 239 239 173 81 50
∆ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6 13 23 35 47 56 43 23 14

Dgain - - - - - - - - 0.7% 4.7% 28.5% 61% 70.8% 79% 86% 86.6% 83.5% 57.7% 20% 12%

treatment that could be R-SPOTiT or MARSALA triggered each time CRDSA incurs a deadlock, offers a decoding gain that can reach 86.6% with
47 interventions at a channel load of 1.6 bits/symbol.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

The main issue addressed in this paper is the packet localization complexity, over a whole frame, induced by the detection correlations in CRD-
SA/MARSALA and CRDSA/R-SPOTiT environments. This includes the impact of preamble detection performed during CRDSA in addition to the
data localization operations of R-SPOTiT and MARSALA. For an effective detection and less complexity, we introduced a coarse and a fine track-
ing with different numbers of samples per symbol. In a single preamble scenario, We showed that CRDSA/MARSALA and CRDSA/R-SPOTiT are
equivalent in low channel load environments because only preamble detection is performed. This means that only CRDSA is needed for decoding.
However in high loads, MARSALA’s complexity considerably surpasses R-SPOTiT with a single preamble, and is on average four times higher. This
means that, compared to MARSALA, R-SPOTiT with one preamble is preferable to use. Nevertheless, when the number of preambles in R-SPOTiT
is higher, the system is more complex in low channel loads because of preamble correlations. In high loads, opposite phenomenon is observed.
The multi-preamble R-SPOTiT becomes less complex than the single preamble case. This is due to the simplified data localization operations of
R-SPOTiT that exploits the pseudo-orthogonal preambles. Also, Gold code preambles turned out to be more effective regarding their detection
when their number is small. Such as, R-SPOTiT with two preambles presents the smallest complexity in this case. Furthermore, the difference of
complexity in low loads between the single preamble R-SPOTiT and the multi-preamble case is less significant than the difference between them
in high loads. This becomes even more evident when the number of preambles is small. To summarize, the single preamble case of R-SPOTiT is
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preferable in low loads, whereas the multipreamble scenario is more suitable in high channel loads. In the latter case, the least complex system is
with two preambles. Also, the total number of basic correlations per frame of the single preamble case is smaller than the one of the multi-preamble
case. However, the difference between them is less considerable in high loads where the single preamble case complexity surpasses the one of
the multi-preamble case. Therefore, we believe that using R-SPOTiT with two preambles is less costly to the receiver.

In this paper we have evaluated and compared the complexity of two Random access methods; R-SPOTiT and MARSALA, that have the same
system performance in terms of PLR and throughput.The results are quite encouraging, however some areas are still open to investigation and
improvements in future work. Firstly, we would like to assess the impact of real channel conditions, phase noise and meteorological events on the
overall system performance. Secondly, we would like to investigate the use a more robust type of preambles, such as ZCZ (zero correlation zone)
sequences, in order to cope with timing errors. Thirdly, we would like to address the hardware implementation complexity resulting from the use
of multiple preambles. This will enable us to find the optimal trade-off between the complexity related to the burst demodulator and the overall
localization complexity of the R-SPOTiT algorithm, knowing that the optimal number of preambles is two.

Smart SPOTiT, based on a power of two number of slots, that offers better PLR than R-SPOTiT and MARSALA techniques will be assessed as
well in future work. An optimal distribution with any number of slots and preambles should then be derived.
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